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EDITOR’S LETTER 

 
On the cover this issue is featured Dilar Pereira’s “Improv”, collage on 
canvas, 16x16 cm, 2007. More of Dilar’s work will be shown next issue, 
so stay tuned! 

 
 
 
 

CONTENTS 

Welcome to Issue Eight of Collagista! 
 
It’s an exciting time of year. Not only are there holidays occurring for 
most of the religious out there, but it is also generally holiday time for 
all and we are faced with the prospect of a shiny new year in which to 
begin a whole set of new creative projects. 
So, remember to keep Collagista up to date with any collage projects 
you are starting or completing, so we can share the work with other 
like minded collagists! 
 
This time of year is also terribly busy, as I’m sure you will all attest, and 
this has led to issue eight being ‘unadorned’ with the usual collage 
background, which many of you may prefer (let us know if this is the 
case!). The work included is as fantastic as ever, of course, so I will 
leave you to peruse at your leisure and wish everyone a happy holiday  
season! 
 
All the best, 
 
John 
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Welcome to Issue Eleven of Collagista! 
 
This issue I am very pleased to share with you all- alongside the usual 
showcases, advertisements and collage related information we bring 
every issue – several photos from Collagista’s recent Collage 
exhibition. 
 
Thanks is due to Patrick Larmour, the Canberran artist who facilitated 
the exhibition through his project ‘Friday on my Wall’.  The exhibition 
looked fantastic, and the opening was a great success. Thanks to all 
who participated. 
 
To find out more about Pat’s project, please check out his blog: 
 
http://fridayonmywall.wordpress.com/ 
 
 
The Collagista blog continues to add new collage related information, 
so please drop by and check it out! 
 
www.collagista.wordpress.com 
 
Feel free to recommend any other sites or collage related info for 
inclusion on the blog, and remember, Collagista is now on Facebook! 
 
To subscribe to Collagista, for more information, or to submit work for 
inclusion, please email us at: 
 
collagista@hotmail.com 
 
All the best, 
 
John 
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Belinha Fernandes 
www.papelustro.blogspot.com 

 

 

NEW PROJECT: DEFENSE D'AFFICHER 
http://defensedafficherproject.blogspot.com/ 

PRINT OUT ANY POSTER FREE 
All the posters on this site are free, courtesy of the artist. Print 
out any poster you like: Just click the download link for the 
high resolution PDF, print at home or in your office and put 
them up anywhere, but especially the street. Take a 
photograph of the work where you've put it and e mail that 
image back with the location. 

 
Make a poster, any subject, political, band, art, ecological, 
promotional and submit it to the Defense D'Afficher Project for 
worldwide global distribution. Everything about the project is free. 
This is a showcase for great poster design, distribution in the 
world's streets and commentary about all things "affiche." 
 
What to do: 1. Design your poster. 2. Save it/print it as a high 
resolution PDF. 3. Have it hosted somewhere for download (Google 
Docs, your web site/server). 4. Send a low resolution .jpg, the link 
for the PDF download and your web site for publication to Defense 
D'Afficher (details on blog site above). 
 
Please: Don't send me your poster in an e mail without a link to 
the PDF download. 
 
All poster concepts will be reviewed by a panel of Hollywood 
Celebrities, International Intellectuals, Cool Folks Like Yourself & 
Matthew Rose for good design and clean concepts. Most 
everything will be accepted, unless it is so morally bereft it's a 
crime, so no worries if we like it. 
Help the project by doing some easy things. 1. Put a post you like 
on Twitter (hit the T button). 2. Share it to FaceBook. 3. 
Download and print one of the posters. 4. Send the link to the 
site to everyone you know. 5. Send in one of your own designs 
and become a part of it. 6. Leave a comment. 6 

http://www.papelustro.blogspot.com/
mailto:MATTHEW.ROSE.PARIS@GMAIL.COM
mailto:MATTHEW.ROSE.PARIS@GMAIL.COM
mailto:MATTHEW.ROSE.PARIS@GMAIL.COM
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  Subscribe to Altered Arts and receive quarterly online issues 
filled with inspiring projects, technique articles and beautiful 
imagery. 
 
  Join the Mailbox Muse and experience the joy of having a 
box filled with products and inspiration delivered directly to 
your doorstep. On the same quarterly schedule, our club 
allows you ample time to create projects from your 
collection before the next one arrives. 
 
http://www.alteredarts.com/ 
 

http://javiersernacollage.blogspot.com 

Collage workshop 
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www.elenamarysiff.com/       http://elenamarysiff.blogspot.com 
 

 
  
 

“DEFICIT REDUCTION”, mixed media, 5" X 8“, 2010  
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“POWER”, mixed media,  5” X 9”, 2006 

In my studio, I interpret the mystery, the humor and the threat of my dreams. Like a beachcomber or a scavenger 
wondering among the ruins, I collect and juxtopose bits of disparate material, creating my own order. The souvenirs of 
my travels have been a constant source of inspiration. 
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Above: “GIFTS FROM THE SEA”, mixed media, 5” X 7”, 2010 

Top left: “MUSIC SWEET MUSIC”, mixed media, 8" X 10“, 2009 
 
Bottom left: “GLOBAL VIEW“, mixed media, 8" X 10“, 2009  
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Above: “MATERIAL WORLD”, mixed media, 5" X 7“, 2010 
 
 Opposite: “THE THORNY ROAD OF HONOUR”, mixed media , 11” X 14,” 2009 



Above: “BOTANICA METALICA 1” mixed media and handmade paper, 9" X 
12", 2010 
 
Opposite: “BOTANCIA METALICA 2” mixed media and handmade paper, 
9" x 6", 2010  



  Similarly, other collages in that decade feature brilliant colors and evocative 
shapes recalling the distinctive flora and topography of Hawaii, where he 
spent a one-year residency at the Honolulu Academy of Arts. Taken as a 
whole, Vicente’s collages reveal both his interactions with hotly contested 
artistic innovations developed in New York’s vibrant, mid-twentieth century 
art world, and the artist’s deep, personal reflections on the nature of 
abstraction.” 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Text in English and Spanish  

Essays by Daniel Haxall and Edward J. Sullivan  

Published by the Grey Art Gallery, New York University; the Museo de 

Arte Contemporáneo Esteban Vicente, Segovia; and the State 

Corporation for Spanish Cultural Action Abroad, SEACEX, 2011  

 

Softcover, 269 pages,  

101 color illustrations  

 

$40.00 

 

http://www.nyu.edu/greyart/publications/books.htm 

 

  
 

 
Excerpt from Press Release to NYU’s Grey Art Gallery exhibition of Collages by 
Esteban Vicente (held from January 11 to March 26, 2011) 
 
http://www.nyu.edu/greyart/exhibits/vicente/vicentepress.html 
 
 
 
 
  “Esteban Vicente was an integral member—and the only Spanish-born painter—of 
the first generation of New York Abstract Expressionist artists. His dedication to 
collage, as well as his considered, deliberate approach to the medium, set him 
apart from most of his New York School colleagues. Indeed, Vicente’s collages 
comprised half of the artist’s yearly output of finished works. As Lynn Gumpert, 
director of the Grey Art Gallery and co-curator of the exhibition, notes, “Vicente 
began making collages, which he thought of as ‘concrete improvisations,’ in 1949 
and continued to do so throughout his long career until his death over five decades 
later. This medium offered him an alternative, but no less important, means for the 
experimentation with color, texture, and form that is at the core of his paintings.”  
 
Not unsurprisingly, many of Vicente’s early collages convey the hallmarks of 
Abstract Expressionist painting. The busy dispersal of lines and paper strips that 
make up numerous collages from the early 1950s, for example, recall the 
spontaneously painted compositions of some of his contemporaries, such as 
Jackson Pollock and de Kooning. Beginning in the mid-1950s, Vicente began to 
compose collages from flat, rectangular shapes that emphatically affirm the works’ 
two-dimensionality—an effect Greenberg praised as the crowning achievement of 
modernist collage and abstract painting. At the same time, Vicente’s blocks of color 
create an illusion of depth with lighter tones appearing to project and darker 
shades to recede. His works thus offer compelling complements to Hans Hofmann’s 
paintings and well-known “push-pull” color theory.  
 
 In later collages, Vicente drew inspiration from the natural beauty of his 
surroundings. The olive and brown hues in The Garden, 1965, allude to the years 
he spent in Bridgehampton, Long Island, where he purchased a farmhouse in 1964.  
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For a few years I was intensively experimenting with photography and 
making increasingly collage-like pictures. Then, in late 2005, my 
camera was stolen, which turned out to be a blessing in disguise.  

“The Aztecs Were Right”, collage, 2008, 20,2 x 12,8 cm Top: “A New Way to Rome”, collage, 2009, 19,5 x 14,7 cm 
Bottom: “The Psychology of Transformation”, collage, 2009, 14,7 x 10,2 cm 
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  Over the course of 2006 the idea for these collages 
slowly started to take shape, and I started collecting all 
kinds of materials like travel books, encyclopaedias,  
vintage postcards, old photographs, comics, religious 
pamphlets and esoteric books. This material was found 
all over Amsterdam , in second hand bookstores, thrift 
stores, flea markets and sometimes on the street.  
 
  At the start of 2007, armed with a pair of scissors and 
glue, I got to work. By juxtaposing elements from a 
wide and unusual range of resources I attempt to create 
original works that invoke a sense of shock, wonder and 
delight upon the spectator. Works that are very much 
open to interpretation and that contain many possible 
narratives and undercurrents.  
 
   
 

“Return to Atlantis”, collage, 2007, 22,9 x 20 cm 

 
 
  These collages are made in a very intuitive manner 
where chance and coincidence are important parts of 
the creative process. My work is humorous on the one 
hand but on the other hand it is a serious exploration of 
art, culture, religion and myth, an unending adventure...  
 
www.collageadventures.com 
 

“La Chute”, collage, 2007, 21,3 x 15,8 cm  
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“Solar System Blues”, collage, 2009, 10,5 x 13,8 cm “The Spirit of Vegetation”,  collage, 2010, 8,8 x 13cm 
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Top: “The Birth of God”, collage, 2010 
Bottom: “The Tricksters”,  collage, 2010, 18,2 x 14,7 cm  

“The Golden Age”, collage, 2011, 14,8 x 10,2 cm 
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FRIDAY ON MY WALL: 
COLLAGISTA EXHIBITION, 
PHOTOS FROM THE OPENING 
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   On May 6 an exhibition opened in Canberra, Australia, 
 of works submitted by Collagista subscribers. Work came in from 
around the world – Indonesia, Australia, the USA, Poland,  
Scandinavia and more. 
 
  The show was hosted by Patrick Larmour’s ‘Friday on my Wall’ 
project, upstairs above the foyer of the ANU School of Art. The show 
and the opening were a great success, and I’m excited to be able 
 to include these sample photos from the opening night. 
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TO THE POWER OF N: WHERE N EQUALS 10 
CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS 
 
 
The medium of collage allows for the expression of concepts, ideas 
and emotions through the reinterpretation and recontextualisation of 
an endless array of discarded and then found materials.  
 
But what if there were only a finite amount of pieces to choose from 
with which to make a collage? Would two collages created by different 
artists using the same materials end up looking the same, or at least 
similar? What about ten different collages by ten different artists?  
 
Would a thousand monkeys at a thousand typewriters all eventually 
write Shakespeare? 
 
To the Power of N: Where N Equals 10 sets out to answer these 
questions (except maybe the one about the monkeys). 
 
Ten artists will be given a package of identical materials comprised of 
ten different elements, and each will be asked to create a single 
collage artwork using the pieces provided with the hope that, despite 
using the same components to create their work, each artists 
individual style and personal vision will result in vastly different 
artworks.  
 
The experiment will culminate with an online exhibition of all of the 
completed artworks in October 2011.  
 
To the Power of N: Where N Equals 10 is now accepting submissions 
from artists wanting to participate in the exhibition.  
 
http://www.tothepowerofn.com.au 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/To-The-Power-Of-
N/135409556527989 
 

 

 

   

From: Robin & Jonathan, co-creators of The Arts Map 

To: Artists with Listings on the Map. 
  

Dear Artist Members of The Arts Map Community, 

  

Two things...   

  

1. There are two more new features on The Arts Map: the Mailing List Request 

Form and the Event Reminder Request Form.  Now, when visitors click on 

your  map marker or visit your detail page they will be able to request that you 

add them to your mailing list.  When that happens, The Arts Map will send you an 

e-mail containing their request.  Visitors can also ask to receive reminders of 

events or be put on the mailing list for an event.  Reminders will be sent by The 

Arts Map. You do not have to do anything.  But when visitors ask to be on your 

mailing list you will have to add their e-mail address to that list yourself.  

  

2. Please help us decide on the best background color for The Arts Map's 

pages.  Go to www.theartsmap.com/colors/colors.php and select the color you 

like best from the nine options. When you click the  "Submit" button at the 

bottom of the page your choice will be recorded.  

  

Thank you, 

  

Robin & Jonathan, co-creators of The Arts Map 
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In addition, please send by email: 
  
Additionally, send a digital (1000-1200 pixels on the long side) of 
the work by email with description and contact information for the web page 
that will be created for the exhibition. 
  
A thoughtful statement expressing your views about collage, 
assemblage and/or constructive art as a contemporary form of art making 
and/or discuss the history of this genre and why it is interesting to you. 
These statements will be part of the catalog. Imagine that you are primarily 
speaking to the other artists who will be participating. 
 
Send to: 
  
Collage/Assemblage Centennial 
  
The IMCAC 
6955 Pinon Street 
Fort Worth, Texas 76116 
info@collagemuseum.com 
  
  
 * photo montage and digital montage will also be acceptable if printed in 
 high definition/quality on archival material, unique and signed. However, 
 hand made works are preferred. 
  
 The IMCAC is an artist run project dedicated to the collection, study and 
 exhibition of collage, assemblage, construction, montage, photo-montage, 
 digital collage, concrete poetry, collage poetry, film, sound collage, and 
 other constructive arts. 
 --  
 Cecil Touchon, Director 
 The Ontological Museum 
 http://ontologicalmuseum.org 
 6955 Pinon Street 
 Fort Worth, Texas 76116 
817-944-4000       
 

Collage/Assemblage 
Centennial 1912-2012 
CALL FOR WORKS: DEADLINE  NOVEMBER 15, 2011 (but the sooner the better) 
 
http://collagemuseum.com/centennial.html 
 
  
 The modern use of collage techniques is consider to have begin in 1912 with 
a work by Pablo Picasso. Constructive art as been growing ever since. To 
celebrate this 100 year anniversary *The International Museum of Collage, 
Assemblage and Construction* (collagemuseum.com) would like to invite you 
to contribute one or more modest sized hand-made collages, assemblages, box 
assemblages or constructions* representative of your working style for a 
large (hopefully overwhelming) exhibition that will be held in 2012. 
A catalog of the exhibition will be created and made available to 
contributors 
at actual cost, then published and available everywhere. A PDF version of 
the catalog will be available to contributors for free. 
  
 No Fees, No jury, all works accepted and exhibited, none returned. Your 
contribution will become an important part of the Museum’s permanent 
collection. 
  
 *What is needed.* 
  
 Please send one or more collages, assemblages, box assemblages or 
constructions of modest size (you decide what is ‘modest’) that is ready to 
hang on a wall or exhibit on a pedestal or shelf. Works on paper should be 
framed if possible or, at a minimum, send in a clear resealable 
polypropylene bag. Unframed works will be hung together like an 
installation. 
  
Please send one of the museum’s Deed of Gift forms filled in clearly and a 
photo of the work. To download a copy see: 
http://ontologicalmuseum.org/exhibitions.html 
  
 On the back or bottom of the work please be sure to include your name and 
contact information as well as an email address and your website if you have 
one. 
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Alida Schaap. 

Alida Schaap (born in 1960) is a real artist. She is born and raised in the 
Zeeheldenkwartier in the Hague. She tells it took a while before she 
decided to get a career as an artist. Drawing was something she really 
liked after she finished the primary school for children who learned 
more slowly. 
 
After her school period she went to a social workshop where she 
wrapped material. 
 
Alida’s need for creativity brought her to theatre workshop eSKalibur 
from foundation de Compaan. De Compaan supports people with a 
mentally handicap finding work or a place to live. The theatre wasn’t a 
good place for Alida and in 1994 she began with her drawing lessons at 
the Atelier. 

In the Atelier she build at an impressive work and a successful career. 
In 2000 she was the winner of the EUWARD, an international price for 
artists with a mentally handicap. Her work is exposed in a gallery in 
München and at the world expo 2000 in Hannover. 
“In my head I’m always busy with my work. When I’m going to bed, I’m 
thinking about my paintings. One of my favourite subjects is death. I’ve 
experienced death from nearby. The portrait of my deceased father is 
the best work I have ever made, it’s a nice memory.” 
 
The figurative work of Alida is characterized as wayward. Also her work 
is characterized by diversity in her choice of materials and themes. Her 
choice of subjects is based on memories, personal experiences and 
profound wishes. Alida uses basic emotions and clichés very directly in 
her work. This is the reason why you can be moved by her work and 
find it banal at the same time. 
 
The choice of material is not conventional. During her working at the 
Atelier she developed in a positive way and put more variety in her 
work. 
Besides the conventional drawing materials she uses fabrics and hang 
paper, rope and cardboard . Her style is recognizable as clear and 
stylistic. 
”I like materials such as glass, matches, pieces of fabric, mirror, wood 
and cellotape. Also I like surprises, such as little doors in my work, you 
can open and close and there's a practical joke behind it.” 
 
Art historian Hans Peter Rosinski said about Alida’s work: 
“Always wayward, full of desire and humour. At the first site the viewer 
could be wrong about how well-considered and complex she deals 
with certain themes.” 
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Fascinations. 
 
 
 
In the work of Alida Schaap there is a fascination for certain topics. In 
1997 she made a series of paintings referring to ‘death’. She worked 
out a self made reporting of photographs about cemeteries and 
funeral centres to a series of drawings. Her work contains also a series 
of portraits of deceased people she knows well. 
Also she’s inspired by myths and legends. She made several portraits 
from ‘the headless horseman’. A reproduction from the Egyptian death 
cult fits in this interest. 
Another returning theme is pornography. In cooperation with Theatre 
The Trust in Amsterdam there’s been made an assembly of cardboard 
for the walls. Alida was inspired by the character of Mr. Bock from the 
play ‘The wedding of Canetti’. In a series of works she transformed him 
to a owner of a sexshop and won the EUWARD 2000. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“I like drawing about sex. It’s dangerous, exiting and above all, very 
funny. My hobby is visiting flea markets. My chamber is full of stuff I 
bought on the market. like piggybanks and cuddly toys and when I’m 
most proud of is a watering-can in shape of a penis. And with my 
fiancé Piet, we live together, I always make dirty jokes. Then we have 
so much fun!.”(Alida Schaap 2006). 
 
 
 

Babies. 
 
After the fame of the EUWARD in Germany Alida fascinations changes 
into baby’s and deliveries. She composed a special series  with 
different techniques which has been exposed on the obstetrician 
department of the Zaans medical centre. The reaction of the public 
was various. Some people were shocked about the work up from 
human foetus in a uterus of wild animals. like a tiger and a wild boar. 
“I love babies. I have a nephew and more people in my neighbourhood 
got children. 
I would like to have a baby with my fiancé Piet, but I’m too old. The 
most exiting thing is the delivery. I watch all sorts of television 
programs about this topic. I’m working at a box where you see all 
things about deliveries. In this box I deliver a baby called Zoë. Not for 
real because I am her rich aunt but I use her photo and a photo of 
myself.” 
 Zoë is the name of the daughter of Lauri Kramer who was artistic 
leader of Atelier de Haagse School until 2006. 

   

            

               

              

Lauri Kramer, pregnant              Lauri’s dauhgter Zoë. 

From her daughter Zoë. 
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Frans Bauer. 
 
 
 
The use of portraits of people from her daily surrounding is a new 
development in Alida’s work. 
The idea of making self portraits came from a workshop how to draw  
portraits. 
In her own fitted studio at Atelier de Haagse School, you can see the 
head of Alida in all sort of forms on transparent paper on the wall. She 
developed a technique with a copy machine or computer to transform 
photographs of babies, fiancé Piet, Frans Bauer and teachers from 
work, people from the house where she lives in marvellous paintings.  
The combination of her great love Frans Bauer is striking. He is a 
famous Dutch singer who sings songs in his own language about love 
and happiness. 

Alida and Frans dressed as a couple in a costume from Volendam. 
 

Alida as a mother from Frans as a little boy. 
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Alida as a little baby in the arms of Frans Bauer as a proud father. 

Alida with The Frans Bauer tattoo. 

A workshop illustration inspired Alida to make a book about Frans 
Bauer. Humour is a very important element in this. We see Alida as a 
mother from little Frans, but also as a mother from his children and 
even as the a proud grandma of two grand children. 
“Frans Bauer is my biggest idol. He is always ready to help someone -
especially handicapped children. My nephew is handicapped, so I 
know. And I find him just very attractive. His songs are nice and he 
wears nice clothes. I’m always carry him with me on my shoulder 
blade. A photo from his CD has been tattooed on my shoulder. I’ve 
paid it by the money I have won from the EUWARD in Germany. 
I had to sit still for eight hours, I didn’t feel much pain, but when they 
made the eyes, they went pricking with a needle, that hurts a little 
bit.” 

Bride and bridegroom. 
 
Alida’s next subject are brides and grooms. Her biggest wish was 
to marry Piet de Jong, her fiancé who she lives with. “By thinking 
and drawing about the subject,   I study about the subject and it 
will come closer.” She made a portrait from Piet and herself as 
bridegroom and bride’. Piet de Jong also works at Atelier de 
Haagse School and was nominated for the EUWARD in 2006. 
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Piet and Alida as bridegroom and bride. 

“I succeeded making a painting of Piet and me, I think it is a good joke” 
. 
Piet and Alida finally married in 2008. Alida also finished with the 
brides and grooms. 

Thomas Berger. 
 
After she married she came involved with another famous Dutch 
singer. She has send a drawing to Frans Bauer, to show her admiration, 
and never heard a thing from him. She was very disappointed about it. 
Again Alida was fascinated about her new topic. He was more 
beautiful and younger than Frans Bauer. She switched the identity of 
her husband Piet and Thomas Berger in some of her paintings. She 
always see the difference between fantasy and reality when she 
changes identities. And always with lots of humor. 
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L.K.: “ But before you start work on the final piece, you usually make a 
few sketches?” 
A.S.: “At the studio, I learned how to make sketches. Sketching helps 
me to find the perfect shapes and composition. But I also like to work 
directly on paper without sketching; then I just use my eraser a lot. 
The teachers do not like it when I do that. I do not really understand 
why they don’t want me to work like this.” 
 
L.K.: “Being an artist involves more than just going to the workshop, 
doesn’t it?” 
A.S.: “I am always thinking about my work When I go to bed at night I 
like to think about my paintings. What colours I will use or how I can 
make things better. 
Ï hope to have my own workshop in the future. But until then, there is 
still a lot to do. For example I would like to practise more on portraits 
and perspective drawing or make more artworks together with my 
colleagues (Marianne), that way we can really achieve something. And 
the theme ‘small children’. I just love children. And landscapes as once 
on the study trip to Villers. I have so many ideas and I want to make 
something about all of them!” 
 
Looking at Alida Schaap’s work, one sees that she prefers certain 
subjects. For example she loves to create works that deal with ‘death’. 
Schaap explains that she is attracted to this subject, because in her life 
she was confronted with the deaths of her father and her sister. Also a 
colleague of hers at the Atelier, Barend Noorman, died three years ago. 
Because of these tragic events, cemeteries and funerals fascinate her. 
 
Lauri Kramer and Peke Hofman, artistic directors of the Atelier de 
Haagse School talked with the artist about the motifs in her work. 
 
P.H.: “Alida, you also like to make portraits of people who have died?” 
A.S.: “They are good reminders of these people, and when I look at the 
portraits, I get a warm and nice feeling.” 
 

 
P.H.: “Dangerous, another word that can be associated with your 
work. Your favourite animals are predators, such as sharks, birds of 
prey, constrictors and lions. 
A.S. Ï find them wonderful animals. It is exiting when animals are so 
powerful that they can kill other animals.” 
 
P.H.: “Alida, you like to use all different kinds of techniques. At first you 
started tot explore acrylics, but now your favour mixed media. In the 
last years you discovered 
how to make collages. How did you start to experiment with different 
kinds of materials?” 
A.S. “I love odd materials like glass, matches, pieces of mirror, tissue, 
wood and plastic. I also like surprises and like to add funny elements 
to my work, such as doors that you can actually open, with silly jokes 
hidden behind them. My hobby is visiting second hand markets, such 
as puppets and piggy banks, and the item I am most proud of: a 
sprinkler in the shape of a penis.” 
 

An interview with Alida Schaap, made by 
Lauri Kramer and Peke Hofman. 
This interview was published  in the catalogue of the EUWARD 2000 
where Alida won the first price. 
 
Alida Schaap, born 27th of October 1960, lives and works in The 
Hague, the Netherlands. 
 
Since 1995, she has worked at the Atelier de Haagse School in The 
Hague, a studio where mentally handicapped artist can participate in 
art classes and work on their own ‘free’ projects. In the Atelier, classes 
are supervised by professional artists and participants can develop 
their abilities in the fields of drawing, painting, graphic art and mixed 
techniques.  
 
Alida always liked to draw, therefore she started working in the Atelier 
from the very beginning. 
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redfoxpress 
Redfox press sells a collection of dozens of small 

artists' books dedicated to experimental, concrete 

and visual poetry,  or any work combining text and 

visual arts in the spirit of dada or Fluxus. 

 

 LUC FIERENS 

"Black Poems" 
 
Visual poetry / collages with photographs, book pages and text. 

10.5 x 15 cm - 40 pages - March 2011 

Cardboard cover, thread and quarter cloth binding 

Laser printing on ivory paper. 

Price: 15 euro / 20 US $ / 13 UK Sterling 

 

 
http://www.redfoxpress.com/dada-fierens2.html 49 



free work #63775 
collages 06-09 
 
By Fred Free 
 
Softcover 
 AUD $18.34  
 
Hardcover, Dust Jacket 
 AUD $32.14  

http://www.blurb.com/bookstore/detail/643857 

seven sins 
collages and texts 
 
By Kathrin Diestel/Richard 
Leach  
 
Softcover  
AUD $17.37  
Hardcover, Dust Jacket 
 AUD $29.37 

seven sins 
collages and texts 
 
By Kathrin Diestel/Richard 
Leach  
 
Softcover  
AUD $17.37  
Hardcover, Dust Jacket 
 AUD $29.37 
 
 

http://www.blurb.com/bookstore/detail/917882 

 

The Art of Collage 
By Cecil Touchon 
 
Hardcover, 185 pages  
$75 
 
 
http://cecil.touchon.com/ 
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Cecil Touchon 

"Reduced to Silence" 
 

Visual poetry / Collages of cut pieces of posters. 

A6 format - 4o pages - laser printing. 

Thread and quarter cloth binding 

March 2011 

price: 15 euro / 20 US $ / 13 UK Sterling 

 

 
http://www.redfoxpress.com/dada-touchon.html 

Klaus Groh 

"Frutas y Terra" 
 
Visual poetry / Collages on Spanish fruit and  

vegetable packaging. 

A6 format - 48 pages - laser printing. 

Thread and quarter cloth binding 

November 2010 

price: 15 euro / 20 US $ / 13 UK Sterling 

 

 
http://www.redfoxpress.com/dada-groh2.html 

http://www.redfoxpress.com/dada.html


Collage: The Unmonumental Picture  
http://www.amazon.com/Collage-Unmonumental-Picture-Richard-

Flood/dp/1858944473 

 

Paperback, 142 pages 

$29.95  

 

The simplicity of collage, together with its strong graphic 

presence, lent the medium a sense of revolutionary possibility 

when it was first adopted by avant-garde artists almost 100 years 

ago. During the twentieth century collage gradually became 

identified with such artistic practices as Cubism, Dada and 

Surrealism, and today it has gained new momentum as an 

energetic art form with a strong political dimension. This stunning 

book explores the role of collage in contemporary visual culture. 

Featuring the work of both established talents and a new 

generation of artists, it examines how collage is used to confront 

and comment on a world that is dominated by the mass media 

and obsessed with conspicuous consumerism.  

Collage: 

Assembling  

Contemporary 

Art  
http://www.lulu.com/product
/hardcover/collage-
assembling-contemporary-
art/10054461 

 

 

Edited by Blanche 

Craig  

Hardcover, 238 pages  

$65 

Collage: An 

Overview to the 

Creative Process  
By Elizabeth St. Hilaire 

Nelson  

 

Hardcover, 40 pages  

$44.99 

http://www.lulu.com/product/har
dcover/collage-an-overview-to-
the-creative-process/6467744 
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http://www.lulu.com/browse/search.php?fSearchData[author]=Blanche+Craig&fSearchData[lang_code]=all&fSort=salesRankEver_asc&showingSubPanels=advancedSearchPanel_title_creator
http://www.lulu.com/browse/search.php?fSearchData[author]=Blanche+Craig&fSearchData[lang_code]=all&fSort=salesRankEver_asc&showingSubPanels=advancedSearchPanel_title_creator
http://www.lulu.com/browse/search.php?fSearchData[author]=Elizabeth+St.+Hilaire+Nelson&fSearchData[lang_code]=all&fSort=salesRankEver_asc&showingSubPanels=advancedSearchPanel_title_creator
http://www.lulu.com/browse/search.php?fSearchData[author]=Elizabeth+St.+Hilaire+Nelson&fSearchData[lang_code]=all&fSort=salesRankEver_asc&showingSubPanels=advancedSearchPanel_title_creator



